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Bubble milk tea

Before entering the exhibition
- Before joining the event, there will be registration to participate in the event for those interested No age limit to join.
- The event is held for 3 days, limited to 100 people per day, divided into morning and afternoon sessions for 50 people each.

Activity
- Morning and afternoon, there are activities that are the same as
1. Attend lectures on various tea subjects Demonstration of how to make Taiwanese and Japanese tea (25 people for two lecture rooms).
2. Make your own milk tea activity (in this section, will also charge a glass for making your own milk tea as well Starting at 40 Baht per cup, can put 3 kinds of tea + 
one topping) (and if the participants make a mistake , make their own, not tasty, we have distributed original milk tea Free gift for all participants, one glass per 
person).
3. This is a newly added activity, this activity will be similar to the inspection and exhibition exhibitions in us, will allow participants to post their own photos with 
milk tea to socialize. And reviews about milk tea Or anything related to the event, and using the activity hash tab that the attendees will receive.



ZONE 1

Model reference.



The first zone 

That before entering the event, everyone must meet.
This zone in front of the event is a photography zone. 

- In this zone, there is a large bubble milk tea model, and on the other side there is a white metal chair and a 
flower arch behind the chair.



ZONE 2
Counter zone



Zone 2

Is a counter zone This zone will be used for contact and general public relations. 
In this zone, there will be bubble milk tea giveaway for those attending as well.



ZONE 3

Milk Tea room

Cha Thai room

Green Tea roomDesign Reference



Zone 3

This zone has three separate rooms. 
In which each room is decorated according to the theme of tea in each room.

- The first room will be next to the counter, this is the green tea room. This room will be decorated in green and brown as the 
main. Inside is decorated with arches of tea trees and tea leaves. There is a table for making tea. And a table to display each 
type of green tea.

- The second room will be a Cha Thai room. This room will be decorated in orange as the main. And inside is decorated with red 
orange and white hibiscus flowers.

- The last room will be a milk tea room. This room is decorated in white and jasmine flowers. There are teas to show which types 
of tea can be used to make milk tea.



ZONE 4



Zone 4

Is a rest zone This zone will be located in front of the activity room. Decorated with long sofas and a bar counter located 
at the front

Zone 1 to 4 will be on the 1st floor and later will be the part of the 2nd floor



ZONE 5



Zone 5

- This room will be a room for lectures on various teas. And there will be experts demonstrating different types of 
tea making.

- Will be decorated with brightly colored chairs main color is yellow, orange, and blue and projector screen in front 
of the room

- There are two rooms in the lecture room. Able to accommodate 25 people per room



ZONE 6



Zone 6

- This zone is decorated with arches of different kinds of flowers and tea leaves. With a table to display the glass 
milk tea model have relaxing table And this zone can also be used to take pictures as well


